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My research areas

❏ Learning management systems (Moodle, Canvas)
❏ Digital maps (Google Tour Builder)
❏ Digital stories (iBook)
❏ Gamification (digital scavenger hunts, Kahoot, digital polling tools)
❏ Social media (Instagram)
❏ Student-created apps 
❏ Virtual reality (apps, Google Expeditions)



Today’s presentation: 
Google Tour Builder and GooseChase

1. Describe the tools and the steps needed to set them up
2. Showcase how I have used these tools in my classroom and their benefits
3. Share other ways in which to use these tools in your classrooms



Digital maps



Bookmapping





Final project: 
Collaborative diary

As a group, students write a collaborative narrative in the form of a diary about 
their fictitious experience virtually walking the Camino. Besides writing a daily 
account of their day, from a perspective of a pilgrim, students must research the 
historical significance of buildings and monuments, study art periods and 
architectural styles, investigate different terrains and weather patterns, read hostel 
and restaurant reviews, and discover the rich cultural traditions that make up 
Spain.

















Virtual Reality: 
Camino de Santiago 360 



Google Expeditions





Students’ comments

“I wish we could’ve walked the Camino, but doing the diary was the next best 
thing.” 

“The diary was undoubtedly one of the most fun assignments I have ever 
worked on.”

“I loved being able to work with a group to create a storyline, and also learn so 
much about the Camino. By the end, I felt like an expert, and we had almost 50 
pages of a collaborative diary that was not only informative but hilarious.”



Writing Center: 
Bookbinding workshop



Other ideas

1) Students can write an autobiography and trace their experiences through the places that they 
have been. 
2) Students can also document a famous person or character’s life experiences through the places 
that they have been. 
3) Physical science students can create a tour of well-known geological features, like earthquakes 
or volcanoes, tracing their evolution throughout history, comparing/contrasting features, etc. 
4) Science students can create a tour of well-known scientific discoveries, for example, following 
Darwin’s trip around the world and his discoveries. 
5) History students can map out famous landmarks or spots associated with specific events, like 
Germany in WWII, and create a map of locations and insert media. 



Google Tour Builder: Gallery (samples)







Google My Maps

http://ppt/slides/slide12.xml




Scavenger hunts



Players will download the 
GooseChase app:

Instructors will create the 
scavenger hunt on the 

website:
www.goosechase.com







Three types of missions:

1. Photo/video mission: Participants need to find a specific object or place 
and take a photo or video of it.

2. Text mission: Participants need to type an answer to a question you’ve 
asked.

3. GPS mission: Participants need to get a specified location based on a clue 
you’ve given, and then submit their coordinates. 









Benefits of GooseChase
1. Engage students in a collaborative and creative way
2. Build community
3. Increase motivation
4. Encourage learning outside of the classroom



Afterthoughts and student suggestions

● Equal participation
● Use GooseChase more frequently



Additional information

1. GooseChase works with any language, including those with their own alphabet or 
uses characters.

2. GooseChase is compatible and works best with Google Chrome.



Digital scavenger hunt apps and programs

● Actionbound
● Eventzeeapp
● Scavify
● SCANvenger
● Google Forms



GooseChase Game Library

https://www.goosechase.com/edu/game-library/














Thank you! 

Contact information:

Carmen Granda

cgranda@amherst.edu
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